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Hi Sam,
 
As discussed, I wish to submit some CCTV as supplementary evidence.
 
The footage belongs to Coral Bookmakers directly next door to Potraviny. As such I would not be
happy with a copy being served on Potraviny due to the footage belonging to Coral. I would have
requested this footage be exempt from public viewing but would be happy with the legal
representative of the shop viewing the footage in private session with members.
 
I’m not able to send the footage via email due to the file size so will have to bring it on the
morning of the hearing.
 

For clarity and transparency, the clips are from 8th March 2024. One is 7 minutes 6 seconds long
starting at 10:56:00, the second is 10 minutes 9 seconds long starting at 14:00:00.
 
The camera points at the front of Coral’s shop front and away from Potraviny but shows street
drinking directly outside Coral.
 
Regards
 
Andy
 
PC  CLIFFORD
Leeds District Licensing Department
Elland Road Police Station
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